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For hosting and colocation service providers, understanding and efficiently delivering on 

customer requirements is critical to success. Customers rely on their networks as the life 

blood of their enterprise. More and more, these linkages drive communications, carry the 

daily information of business, and ultimately deliver real value. 

That is why these connection points must be exceptionally reliable. They must also 

provide the flexibility to reach customers when and where they are, as well as scale 

rapidly to meet demand. And since we live in a world where the network is a prime target 

for hackers, criminals, and potentially state actors, security is of prime concern for all 

customer applications. 

Bottom line: customers expect extremely fast, totally secure, massively scalable service 

delivery with rock-solid reliability—all at an acceptable cost. This is the business reality 

facing hosting and colocation service providers. The difficulty is delivering on all of these 

requirements while also creating new competitive advantages, expanding the service 

portfolio, and driving new sources of revenue in the face of increasing technical complexity.

Juniper offers groundbreaking solutions that are specifically designed to meet the needs of 

service providers who deliver network services via dedicated infrastructure, while building 

the basis on which to create new services. This brief features three use cases, along with 

two reference architectures, that showcase the potential for hosting and colocation 

service providers. 

Customer Example: CyrusOne

CyrusOne, a major provider of cloud and data center services, needed a robust, 

scalable platform to facilitate connectivity among data centers and support rapid 

buildout of new facilities. The company selected Juniper routing solutions for its 

nationwide network, including the Juniper Networks PTX3000 Packet Transport Router 

for its IX network. 

With the optical layer and IP layer integrated in a single platform, PTX Series Packet 

Transport Routers can handle the massive growth of traffic between CyrusOne’s data 

centers, while delivering significant advantages in terms of lower cost, less rack space, 

and lower gigabit-per-watt capacity.

“We chose the PTX Series because of its rapid deployment, low cost per port, and the 
ability to avoid needing a separate DWDM platform due to its inherent ability to offer 
optics within the platform.” 

 –Josh Snowhorn,  
Vice President and General Manager, 
Interconnection, CyrusOne
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• MX Series 5G Universal Routing 

Platforms

• PTX 5000 and PTX3000 

Packet Transport Routers
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• Contrail and NorthStar 

Controller
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• Robust routing and multicast 

support to increase efficiency in 

content distribution

• A carrier-grade operating 

system for unparalleled 
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Internet Exchange (IXP)/Cloud Exchange 
(CXP)
The Challenge

As the volume and velocity of Internet traffic explodes, Internet 

Exchanges (IXPs) and Cloud Exchanges (CXPs) have become 

increasingly important for delivering seamless, on-demand, direct 

access to network services. 

For hosting and colocation service providers, IXP and CXP 

solutions can help sell Internet transit services because they can 

offset connection fees. These solutions also enable direct peering 

between users and services, eliminating the carrier in the middle 

and thereby improving the user experience. Often they are seen 

as commodity services, but they can prove to be a pathway to 

more profitable, multiservice solutions, especially if you can meet 

the unique connection requirements of specific customers. 

The key to delivering on this potential is the ability to meet 

the specific routing requirements, such as support for BGP or 

Ethernet VPN (EVPN), while also keeping a close eye on the cost 

per port given the competitive nature of this business. Finally, 

building on the advances in software-defined networking (SDN) 

and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enables greater 

automation to reduce operational expense.

The Juniper Networks IXP/CXP Solution

The cornerstones of Juniper’s IXP/CXP solution offerings include: 

• MX Series: Juniper Networks® MX Series 5G Universal 

Routing Platforms are Ethernet-centric, SDN-ready services 

routers that are purpose-built for the most intense data 

needs of the most demanding carrier applications. 

• PTX Series: Juniper Networks PTX Series Packet Transport 

Routers are high-performance Converged Supercore® 

platforms for service provider networks. These routers are 

integrated, end-to-end transit router solutions optimized 

to economically accommodate the core networking 

requirements of today’s connected economy, allowing 

service providers to create network architectures that are 

dense, cost optimized, highly available, and simplified. 

• QFX Series: Juniper Networks QFX Series switches are high-

performance, low-latency switches designed for top-of-rack 

or end-of-row installations, and can also be deployed as 

10GbE or 40GbE devices in Virtual Chassis, Virtual Chassis 

Fabric, and QFabric® System architectures.

• Virtual route reflector (VRR): Juniper’s VRR feature allows 

service providers to increase scalability, reduce router 

maintenance, and save space in the data center. 

• Contrail Networking and NorthStar Controller: Juniper 

Networks Contrail Networking and NorthStar Controller 

enable greater automation of network setup, configuration, 

and management, leading not only to automated network 

changes but also more flexible architectures to allow for 

rapid creation of new services.

Features and Benefits

Juniper offers IXP and CXP solutions that are uniquely capable of 

delivering:

• Low TCO to ensure a service deployment that can meet the 

demanding cost requirements of your customers

•  High-density, power packed line-rate performance in the 

form of raw throughput and assured latency 

• Highly scalable L2 and L3 fabrics, with granular traffic 

engineering capabilities and load balancing for effective 

traffic management and resiliency

• A simple and scalable network architecture that is  

SDN-ready

Figure 1: Reference architecture for Juniper’s IXP/CXP solution
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Give them the bandwidth they require!

It’s no secret that Internet traffic is on an upward spiral. 

But two recent changes, in particular, impact the service 

provider‘s business. First, the growth in traffic is now steady, 

which means it’s important to plan for continuous growth, not 

just spikes in demand. Second, service provider customers 

have less and less tolerance for poor performance. 

Consider these facts:

• Amazon says it has a 1% increase in revenue for every 100 

ms improvement in page load time.

• Yahoo says it has increased traffic by 9% for every 400 ms 

of improvement.

• Google reports “slowing down the search results page by 

100-400 ms has a measurable impact on the number of 

searches per users of -0.2 to -0.6%.”

Simply put, performance matters—and Juniper delivers 

the performance that service providers require for their 

customers.

Direct Internet Access (DIA)/Colocation
The Challenge

DIA and colocation services have traditionally been the core 

services offered by hosting and colocation providers. These 

are the basic building blocks that end customers need to more 

effectively and efficiently build and scale their network services. 

By providing greater bandwidth capacity, flexible networking and 

Internet services, as well higher cost efficiency as a complement 

to their traditional colocation services (power/space/cooling), 

hosting and colocation providers can deliver greater customer 

satisfaction in what is often considered a commodity service. 

Offloading much of the expense of managing and maintaining 

a data center can be of great value to customers if done with 

a focus on those customers’ satisfaction. Two examples of 

this include business continuity planning and disaster recovery 

services to complement the traditional colocation services that 

providers typically offer.

Even more important, though, is the opportunity to create new 

services that bring differentiation and new revenue through add-

on, complementary services such as distributed denial of service 

(DDOS) protection, antivirus/anti-malware services, L3 services, 

Internet exchange (IX), and remote access VPNs.

The Juniper Networks DIA/Colocation Solution

Of particular interest to service providers in this use case is the 

value-added service capabilities of the Juniper Networks MX 

Series 5G Universal Routing Platforms. This family of routers 

aligns with SDN and NFV initiatives to deliver future-ready 

networks. The MX Series efficiently integrates virtualized network 

services at scale, without impacting control plane or forwarding 

performance, and it features a carrier-grade operating system for 

unparalleled reliability.

Features and Benefits

• Aligned with SDN and NFV 

• Efficiently integrates virtualized network services at scale 

without impacting control plane or forwarding performance

• Powered by the Juniper Networks Junos® operating system 

and programmable Junos Trio chipset

Content Delivery Network (CDN)
The Challenge

In today’s “always-on” culture, the end-user experience is of 

paramount importance. Users want fast, easy access to all 

of their content all of the time, and they don’t care about the 

technical complexities that providers must overcome to deliver 

this level of service. Service providers must continually find new 

ways to accelerate the content delivery network (CDN), in order 

to make content distribution more efficient and to increase the 

security of content delivery—all while reducing the cost per port 

and total cost of the CDN. 

Hosting and colocation providers are in an ideal position to 

deliver on this promise. The prime location in the network held by 

hosting and colocation providers enables the reduction of transit 

and infrastructure costs for end customers. The end customer 

only needs to create the content at the end of the day.

The Juniper Networks CDN Solution

Juniper’s routing, switching, and security solutions are uniquely 

capable of addressing these challenges. Juniper’s solutions 

provide robust routing to optimize content distribution and 

reduce transit and infrastructure costs. They enable service 

providers to source content at a smaller number of physical 

locations. And they automate provisioning so that service 

providers can accelerate content delivery while also ensuring 

security and reliability. 

Coupled with the specific CDN application chosen by the hosting 

and colocation provider, the entire CDN solution can be an initial 

entry into more valuable service revenue to complement the 

previously mentioned IXP/CXP and DIA/colocation services, 

delivering greater revenue growth and profitability.

Juniper’s CDN platforms include the PTX Series, MX Series, and 

QFX Series, as well as VRR, NorthStar Controller, and Contrail 

Networking described earlier in this document. A reference 

architecture is shown below.

Features and Benefits

• Provides robust routing and multicast support to increase 

efficiency in content distribution

• Reduces transit and infrastructure costs

• Ensures security and reliability
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Summary—Profitable Network Services via 
Dedicated Network Infrastructure
Hosting and colocation service providers are facing 

unprecedented challenges in this era of explosive traffic growth 

and escalating technical complexity. Whether you are delivering 

IXP/CXP, DIA/colocation, or CDN services to your customers, 

Juniper’s commitment to delivering solutions and technologies 

that are “simple, open, and smart“ can pay dividends in terms of 

efficiency, cost, reliability, and security. 

Juniper offers groundbreaking solutions that are specifically 

designed to meet the needs of service providers who deliver 

network services via dedicated infrastructure, while building the 

basis on which to create new services. The three use cases featured 

in this brief illustrate how you can achieve faster, more cost-

effective connectivity and network services for your customers, and 

create profitable revenue streams for your business. 

Next Steps

We encourage you to closely evaluate Juniper’s approach and 

offerings. For additional details about Juniper solutions and 

capabilities for providers of dedicated network resources, please 

schedule an appointment with your local Juniper account 

representative or visit www.juniper.net.

About Juniper Networks
Juniper Networks brings simplicity to networking with products, 

solutions and services that connect the world. Through 

engineering innovation, we remove the constraints and 

complexities of networking in the cloud era to solve the toughest 

challenges our customers and partners face daily. At Juniper 

Networks, we believe that the network is a resource for sharing 

knowledge and human advancement that changes the world. 

We are committed to imagining groundbreaking ways to deliver 

automated, scalable and secure networks to move at the speed 

of business.

Figure 2: Juniper’s CDN solution provides robust routing and multicast support for increased efficiency in content distribution.
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